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Professional complete computer solutions
for the salvage and dismantling industries

Discover the next
generation dismantling App
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Introduction

Our ebay compatible application - built into Dismantling - supports ebay business profiles for shipping, returns and payments, ebay promotions, the latest responsive templates, direct bulk editing of items, correct item specifics for each part,
new and used condition descriptions, videos on ebay, and all images are now sent to the ebay gallery. Dismantling directly
communicates with ebay continually updating sold and paid items from ebay to Frontier and updates ebay with despatch
information from Frontier.
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Established in 1997, DH Systems is the leading provider of complete computer solutions for the vehicle
salvage and vehicle dismantling industries in the UK. Our core products are Frontier Vehicle Salvage and
Frontier Vehicle Dismantling.
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Manufacturer part numbers fully integrated into Frontier Dismantling
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Salvage manages your vehicles from uplift request to vehicle sale and Dismantling is the full sales and
stock control system for your parts with registration number to manufacturer part number matching fully
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integrated into the desktop.
Connected ecosystem
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Forecast potential sales for each vehicle loaded into the system
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We seamlessly connect with ebay, your website, PartShark, and other dismantlers allowing easy intertrading. PartShark is your public facing parts portal, all searchable by registration number. Quickly find matching
parts and breakers online, the right part first time, while your customers can use buy it now with PayPal.

Additional sales - find more parts that fit with automatic cross-matching of part numbers and factor numbers
Links with Euro Car Parts - live ECP stock check and ordering from the desktop
ebay module - fully integrate your ebay with Frontier
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Complementing our core systems are a number of desktop, mobile and web solutions which both enhance
the speed and efficiency of managing your yard and build stronger engagement from your website and
customer base. Our latest dashboard keeps you up to date minute by minute, reporting on various data
points - viewable anywhere in the world at any time over the internet.
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Quickly search any vehicle with registration number to manufacturer part number matching
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Frontier Vehicle Salvage is our core salvage management system that handles everything from insurance related contracts and private collections through to selling and
disposal. The salvage system is designed to make it as quick and easy as possible to
process vehicles.

Send jobs to Touch Screen Dismantling and Touch Screen Packaging and manage jobs with Frontier Dashboard
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DataShark - view company performance data, compare and analyse with built in graphs
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PartShark - easily list your parts on PartShark and your own website
Frontier Signature - Capture signatures when selling parts at the counter

F Frontier Mobile - add parts, prices, take photos and videos, stock check, locate vehicle anywhere in your premises
ez
route EZ-Route - efficiently plan, organise and schedule van deliveries with real-time tracking, feedback and proof of delivery

Complete Solutions
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dh.vu/ezp
Frontier Mobile

ez
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Registration lookup loads cleansed vehicle data including engine codes
Electronic import of uplifts and clearances
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Frontier Recovery - send uplifts to your drivers phone, once recovered the images and
vehicle details are returned over cell data and immediately available in Frontier

Bluetooth
Barcode
Scanner

Frontier Mobile - wirelessly take images and video and locate vehicles
Experian check vehicles for outstanding finance, theft, category and plate changes
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Simple to add warranties to orders

Log customers departing

Simple payment methods with admin fees

Print RFID cards with customer image

Works with receipt printers & cash drawers
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Frontier Mobile is our all in one Android App, simplifying the processing vehicles and parts. You
can run multiple devices at the same time, all devices PIN protected and required login.

Add images and videos, view previous pricing information, set prices, grading and notes
Locate parts - put dismantled parts into stock with a shelf location
Stock checking and part/label scanning - shows information about parts and locations

Post vehicle details to facebook and twitter

Vehicle search - locate a vehicle in the yard by reg/ref/stock number and relocate it

Send vehicles directly to SalvageMarket and import sales

Depollute - add a custom list of depollution tasks and record the processes
Assessments - perform vehicle assessments on demand with user defined checklists
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DataShark - show your current volumes and performance
SMS

Capture customer images and bill them for entry

CAP vehicle pricing for estimating vehicle values

ScreenShark - show vehicles for sale in your reception areas
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Simple fixed price billing for parts

Add parts - processes a vehicle, select a matrix based on your preference

Frontier Signature - quickly capture signatures when selling vehicles
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Easily and simply log customers arriving on site

Bluetooth barcode scanner compatible, or scan barcodes through the device camera

CODs raised directly from the desktop system with one click
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Our brand new complete solution for your self-service yard utilising a simple touch screen interface,
works with or without Frontier Dismantling.

Txt Msg - Send SMS messages directly or batch messages meeting certain criteria

We power many of the leading vehicle auction sites and design, build and host many vehicle salvage, parts and breaking
sites. One of our most popular features is the online Sell My Car page.

Frontier Recovery

Frontier Vehicle Dismantling is our core parts and stock control system. When a vehicle is added, the system
matches the manufacturer part numbers to the vehicle derivative immediately showing you the previous
sales and search history, giving you a sales forecast before you begin dismantling the first part.

Sell
My
Car

Sell My Car is a fully customisable website that offers your customers online prices for ELVs and car sales. CAP pricing is
also available in Sell My Car, and can be configured to offer a better price for newer vehicles. The system will calculate
the real value of a vehicle based on the mileage and condition and offer the price to your customer, for older vehicles the
weight and scrap metal prices are used. SMC calculates the distance between your depot and the customers location
to offer either collection or drop-off. You can set the values in the management pages. A customer can accept, reject or
abandon the quote and the system will allow you to chase potential purchases and remind visiting customers to return to
complete their sale. Purchases are electronically imported directly into Frontier Vehicle Salvage.
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Frontier VISTA is an online portal designed for insurance companies, councils and other organisations to enter uplift and
clearance information. Engineers can log in and assess vehicles directly. Vehicle data is passed to and from Frontier automatically and both ends are constantly updated with the latest information. VISTA dramatically simplifies your relationship
with other organisations.

Using Frontier Mobile and this information you can assess the vehicle and add the sellable parts into stock
with photos and videos along with pricing and grading information - all on the App.
These parts are then available immediately for searching and sale, including uploading to your website,
PartShark and listing on ebay. Dismantling is also your all in one ordering and invoicing system, handles
customer requests and records payments. You can quickly reach a larger audience with our ebay approved
module that simplifies the listings of parts onto ebay directly, all managed through Frontier.
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Frontier Vehicle Salvage

Our complete salvage system that handles everything from
uplifts through to selling, auctioning or disposal of vehicles,
including insurance contracts.

Frontier Mobile
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FD Frontier Vehicle Dismantling
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Our complete stock control and invoicing system fully integrated with manufacturer part numbers. Reg search, sales,
invoicing, ebay, web listings, it does it all.

Frontier ebay module
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Frontier Touch Screen Dismantling
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TSD For the breaking bay so your dismantling team can receive,
start, stop and finish all dismantling jobs. Full reporting
dh.vu/tsd
including time breakdowns by dismantler.

Frontier Touch Screen Packaging
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TSP For the despatch bay so your packagers can receive all
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parts requiring picking, packing & despatching. Full reporting including time breakdowns by packager.

Frontier Dashboard
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A simplfied interface to show managers an overview of the
current dismantling and packaging jobs and workloads
outstanding with quick reassignment of jobs & tasks.
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An Android App and a delivery and collection planning application that automatically calculates ideal routes for your
vans, tracks progress and keeps your customers informed
along the way.
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SMS
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We are the power behind many leading vehicle auction,
salvage, breaking and parts websites, which are all geared
towards the salvage and dismantler. Vehicles and parts
can be sent easily from the desktop to your website.
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Frontier VISTA

An online portal that interfaces with Frontier desktop. For
insurance companies, engineers and councils to manage
their vehicles from creating collections to viewing images
and full reporting.
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D.H. Systems Consultancy Ltd.
Unit 11, The Clocktower
Flassches Yard
Edinburgh
EH12 9LB

A web, App and intertrading site that lists all your parts and
breakers, all searchable with registration number lookups
and manufacturer part numbers.

A website that brings together all your salvage and auction
vehicles for sale in one place with links through to your
own website and auction.

A website that lists all your tyres for sale, new and partworn, all searchable by either registration number or by
size/width/radius combination.

WheelShark

A website that lists all your wheels for sale, searchable by
registration number, size, manufacturer and model.

Say hello to your automated weekly email service that
automatically sends out your latest and greatest vehicles/
parts/items for sale to your customers.

IT & Server Support
dh.vu/it

Frontier Support & Training

Get support & upgrades and gain access to our extensive
online documentation with online video tutorials. We
offer onsite and classroom training in all aspects of our
products.

PartShark

HelloShark
hello
shark

Frontier SMS Messaging

Send SMS messages to your customers directly from the
desktop system and automatically send daily batch messages such as overdue storage and payments due.

Real time status screens which pull data from your desktop
system. Show what’s happening in your organisation and
plot trends and comparisons with the built in graphing
capabilities. Also available on your phone or tablet.

TyreShark
tyre
shark

Websites & Apps
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Using a mini-PC and a TV screen, ScreenShark provides
a continuous presentation to your customers waiting in
reception. Includes any data available in your system.

SalvageShark

A touch screen system for self service yards that tracks
customers arriving, departing and simplifies the checkout
procedure.

EZ-Route
ez
route
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An Android App which captures electronic signatures at
the counter to speed customer flow and store the signatures against the invoice. For both vehicles and parts sales.

Frontier MyDataShark
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EZ-Parts
ez
parts
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An Android App that your recovery drivers use to receive
jobs, updates and messages from you. Once a vehicle is
recovered the data & images are beamed back to the office and available immediately in Frontier.

Frontier Sales Screen (ScreenShark)
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Frontier Recovery

Frontier Signature
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Our ebay compatible application that is fully integrated
into the dismantling system. Simply and quickly list items
on ebay with a few clicks. Handles sales & invoicing plus
updating of listed items. Now with responsive templates.

Your all in one App for both Salvage & Dismantling. Add
parts, price parts, photograph parts & vehicles, find vehicle
information, stock check and manage your salvage & dismantling operation from your tablet.

*
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0131 334 7515
info@dhsystems.co.uk
www.dhsystems.co.uk

We offer general IT support including desktops, servers
and network infrastructure. We can supply, configure and
design any IT equipment you may require.

Telephone Systems

We offer IP phone systems that give huge cost savings
over traditional telephone systems. Based around a local
server you gain access to many features including Frontier
showing you who’s calling based on the incoming number.

Registered in Scotland 182536
VAT GB 703 7534 48

